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It just so happens that my Avn2155 Plus came with this Navigation Disc, and it will work with any AVN
receiver manufactured by FJTTECH. I find the disc very useful, and I frequently use it to update maps
as soon as a new map for a region comes out. If you have an AVN receiver with an AMOPUN coding
chip and a disc that can access the 2009 disc map, this disc will update your AVN with the 2009 map
information for 48 states and Canada. The disc works smoothly with my 2012 map base, and the
installation went well. I followed the directions in the instruction manual, which was short but precise.
It's nice to have a navigation DVD that works with my AVN. The disc can be used to update my
navigation maps before a new map is released, and I already have a 2010 disc in my car that's used
for updates. I ordered the AVN9510 navigation system because it was the best priced system on the
market. It was at a price that allowed me to get a set top box and would allow me to use the
navigation for other things while the car was under repair. I had the general navigation map disc
inside my car. I can't remember the brand of the AVN9510, but it was an older model and I believe it
was from a well know make in Europe. The map disc seemed to have a problem and there were
patches online to fix this problem, but I could not find a replacement disc. I have since purchased a
set of Garmin CDs and installed them on my new Garmin GPS (eMap 10). This has been working fine
and I am very happy with the Garmin navigation system. I know I am a late-comer to the Garmin GPS
system and the TomTom does not compare, but I will buy another Garmin GPS in the future.
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i have a avn6000 which says check map disc after i disconnected the battery of my car for a few
days. it was working perfectly before. i believe i need to get a mdv-09d disc to use as an installation
disc yet i cant find where to download this from any torrents or the internet. i have tried a mdv-81d
disc as i torrented it but it did not work. does anyone have this disc in australia sydney area i could
borrow if this is the right disc or knows where i can download one perhaps a link thanks my email is

daniyal2009hotmail.com thanks keep the maps up to date in your eclipse avn2454, avn5435,
avn5500 or avn6600 in-dash navigation receiver with this 2009 update disc. you'll get 8.76 million
points of interest, better city map coverage, and up-to-date map information for the 48 states and
canada. warranty: 1 year. the problem i am having is that i have a new eclipse avn726e with a new

2009 avn disc and it was never programmed with any data. it was never programmed with any audio
disc and i have a couple of garmin travel discs on it and it plays them fine but all the others do not. i

would appreciate any help in figuring out how to program it with a disc and get it working again. i
have a garmin gps-t1 that i use and it has all the updates for the new maps. however, when i start

my eclipse avn, it does not recognize the maps. when i go to the option for my garmin, i have a
screen that says "no garmin gps detected". i have a garmin gps t1. i downloaded the new maps and
was able to program them into the gps t1. however, when i put the maps on my eclipse avn, the avn

will not recognize the new maps. i think it is a software issue. i have tried to download the update
maps for the avn but when i try to enter the menu option, i get an error message that the map disc is

missing. this is a problem because i do not have a disc with me. i'm hoping someone can help me
out. 5ec8ef588b
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